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Structure of kinship in consanguineous marriages in aragonese
oriental pyrenees

L. PA LACIOS-ARA us I; A. DIAZ ': A. BAlLO ' ; D. I. TOJA I;
J. BERTRANPETIT 1

RE SUMO

o presente t ra balh o a na lisa a es trut ura de parentesco de um a populaca o pire
na ica de 180 I a 1980 , a traves de 181 6 di spensas ec les ias ticas de con sanguinidade . Os
tipos envo lvidos, definid os por categorias, de acordo com a freque ncia relativa do
sexo dos a ncest rai s, fo ra m es ta t ist ica me nte a na lisa dos . A a na lise permit iu detectar a
presen ca de facto res biod ern ogra ficos e cult u rais q ue co nd icio na m a di stribuicao das
dispen sas de co nsa ng uinidade por t ipos. Os facto res refer id os sao: I) A d ifer enca de
idad es ent re marido e esposa , qu e a umenta a prob abilidade de ca so s nos quais a idade
d o marid o e ma ior qu e a idad e da esp osa . 2) 0 efeit o da ernigracao e 3) A patrili
near idad e.

O s doi s ultirn os fac tores tern uma maior influen cia so bre os p ri mos em segund o
gra u e primos e m terceiro gra u , 0 que causa uma frequencia ma ior de a ncest ra is
ma sculinos na s arvores ge nea logicas daqueles ca sa me ntos.

Palavras-chave: Consangu inida de; Heredogra rna; Est ru tu ra fa miliar.

A BST RACT

T he pr esent study, tr ough 18 16 ecclesias tica ls di spens ations of consanguinity,
de al s with th e kin ship struture o f pyrenaic populati on fro m 180 I to 1980 . The type s
involved , defined in ca tegories ac co rdi ng to the relati ve freq ue ncy of males and fem al s
a nces t ors , we re sta t istica lly a na lyzed . This a na lys is a llo wed us to fo und out the pre
se nce of biodemographic a nd cultural factors which conditioned the distribution of
eccles ias ti ca ls di sp en sati on s in ty pes . These fa cto rs a re: firs t th e difference between
hu sband a nd wife ages t ha t increase th e p ro ba bi lity of cases in which the hu sb and's
age is g rea ter than wife's age . Se co nd th e effec t of th e emigrati o n; a nd final y a com
po nent o f patrilinearity. T hese two last factors have more influence o n seco nd co usins ,
seco nd co us ins o nce rem oved a nd th ird co us ins, what ca uses a higher frequency of
ma les a ncestors th a n fema les in th e pedi gree of th ese marriages.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the advantages of analysing inbreeding by studying the ecclesias
tical dispensations is the availability, in most cases, of the pedigree corres
ponding to the dispensed consanguineous marriages. In that way it is possible
to study, not only the incidence of the kinship, but also the structure of the
ways through which such kinship is transmitted, making possible the analysis
of the distribution in types of the consanguineous marriages. The types are
defined for each degree of inbreeding according to the possible composition
of male and female lines of ancestors that are found between the common
ancestors and the studied couple.

It has been studied an area of 2372 km 2 in Central Pyrenees which
occupies the most septentrional portion of Ribagorza and Sobrarbe districts 
(H uesca, S pain), whose population among actually 9510 people, even though
it was in 1800 of 25717 people, so emigration is a constant characteristic all
along the studied period. Its situation in the highest and most inaccesible part
of Pyrenees imposes some life conditions strongly marked by the environment
(Geografia de Aragon, 1981).

The economy is based on agricultural and cattle breeding activity. Its
social pattern is closely relate to the economy, and it has remained unaltered
until -recent times (COMAS and PUJADAS, 1985). The family, associated to
the «house» as an institution, is the basic unit of that pattern. The family of
this population is composed by three generations: an elder couple, a young
couple and their descent. Among the last ones, only one of them will inherit
the totality of the landed property, so it will keep in undivided . The rest
should emigrate or remain unmarried in the «house». The heir is usually a
man, but in some (26%) of the cases it is a woman (Lis6N, 1986).

The isolated character of that population has, otherwise, favoured a high
level of consanguinity, which has notably increased: after a phase of low
values (during the period 1776-1800, (a=0.187 X 10- 3) , kinship increase clearly
and reaches its maximum during the period 190/-1925 (a=4.562 X 10- 3) ,

decreasing lately until 195/-1975 that a equals 2.901 X 10- 3.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The information was obtained from the ecclesiastical dispensations regis
tered in the Barbastro Diocese. Data from 1818 dispensations were studied
and this dispensations were distributed in several degrees: 23 cases of oncle
with nephew (degree I), 339 -of first cousins (degree II), 140 of first cousins
once removed (degree III), 608 of second cousins (degrees IV), 247 of second
cousins once removed (degree V) and 461 of third cousins (degree VI). All of
them corresponded to relative with two common ancestors. All that dispensa
tions were applied from the parishes belonging to the region studied during
the period 1801-1980. About degrees V and VI, there are not data available
since 1917, because from that date onwards dispensations were not necessaries
for these degrees.
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T ABLE I. Distribution oj registered dispensations, per degrees and types oj
pedigrees

DEGREE TYPE N TYPE N TYPE N TYPE N TYPE N TYPE N TYPE N TYPE N

101 12 102 9 103 2 104 0

II 201 85 202 101 203 62 204 91

III 301 18 302 6 303 21 304 8 305 16 306 15 307 15 308 13
309 5 310 9 311 2 312 3 313 0 314 5 315 2 316 2

IV 401 36 402 34 403 40 404 47 405 27 406 29 407 38 408 46
409 27 410 43 411 32 412 60 413 33 414 23 415 36 416 57

V 501 2 502 2 503 4 504 4 505 2 506 I 507 5 508 2
509 3 510 10 511 8 512 3 513 4 514 6 515 3 516 I
517 7 518 9 519 4 520 6 521 4 522 3 523 4 524 8
525 II 526 4 527 6 528 3 529 8 530 II 531 7 532 12
533 3 534 2 535 0 536 2 537 0 538 0 539 0 540 0
541 2 542 I 543 I 544 2 545 0 546 I 547 0 548 3
549 4 550 6 551 2 552 3 553 5 554 5 555 I 556 2
557 7 558 7 559 3 560 6 561 I 562 6 563 . 2 564 3

VI 601 5 602 7 603 8 604 6 605 II 606 6 607 5 608 7
609 6 610 8 61 I 8 612 7 613 8 614 10 615 II 616 1I
617 9 618 5 619 6 620 4 621 6 622 8 623 7 624 9
625 2 626 5 627 4 628 5 629 9 630 7 · 631 4 632 10
633 5 634 II 635 4 636 6 637 7 638 6 639 9 640 8
641 2 642 9 643 6 644 10 645 10 646 7 647 6 648 12
649 4 650 4 651 6 652 3 653 5 654 7 655 6 656 12
657 4 658 1I 659 9 660 8 661 12 662 5 663 6 664 17

It is found in the dispensations a pedigree which shows the type of
inbreeding that relates the couple according to the sex of ancestors of the
bride and groom until the common ancestor couple. We have codified these
types following the system used by GUAL (1984). Each type is represented by
three figures: the first ones shows the degree, and the rest the order of
sequency that the type occupies within the degree. The sequency of types
within the degrees is usually represented (VALLS, 1982). That work has been
carried out from the observed frecuencies .of each type, which are shown in
Table I, following the descripted nomenclature .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The inbreeding obtained in that population in the generations inclued in
the studied period, overpasses the values that should be expected if consan-
guineous marriages were produced exclusively at random (PALACIOS-ARAUS,
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1986). T he fact of ex isting, within the married coup les, a select ion in favour
to marry a relative implies the exist ence of a «recognition oj the k inship»,
which could be influence by the ways, ma sculin e or feminine, through which
it is transmitted .

General analysis

The types of each deg ree were grou ped depending on the number of
masculi ne and fem inine lin es included between the common ancestors and the
stud ied couple. The d ifferences o btai ned with respect to a random distribu
tion, using the X 2 test , were evalua ted . The results are shown in Table 2.

The differences o bserved in degrees 1, II , and III (o ncle with nephew,
firs t co us ins a nd first co usins once removed) were not significant; nevert heless
they were clearly significant in degress IV , V and VI (second co usins, second
cousins once removed and third co us ins) . P ETT EN ER (1985) found similar
results in a population in th e Ap pennines.

In a ll degrees in which di fferences are significant, the cases with majority
of masculine lines a re increased , being decreased those with majority of
feminine lines. In th ose degr ees it is clea r that the category that includes the
type or typ es in which there are no feminine lin es (4 16, 532, 564 and 664) , is
clearly favoured . Those di fferences are not produced with the same intensity

TABLE 2. InJluence oj total number oj ma lejfemale ancestors

DEGREE MALE/FEMALE COMPOSITION OF PEDIGREES X2 d.f. P

0/1 1/0
0 14 9 1.09 .296
E 11.5 11 .5

II 0/2 1/1 2/0
0 85 163 9 1 .71 2 .70 1
E 84.7 169.5 84.7

1II 0/3 1/2 2/ 1 0/3
0 23 54 48 15 2.15 3 .473
E 17.5 52.5 52.5 17.5

IV 0/4 1/3 2/2 3/1 4/0
0 36 128 222 165 57 14.64 4 .005
E 38 152 228 152 38

V 0/5 1/4 2/3 3/2 4/ 1 5/0
0 5 30 8 1 67 49 15 14.07 5 .0 15
E 7.7 38.6 77.2 77.2 38.6 7.7

VI 0/6 1/5 2/ 4 3/ 3 4/2 5/1 6/0
0 5 38 85 140 121 55 17 24.43 6 .000
E 7.2 43 .2 108 144 108 43 .2 7.2
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and opposite sense in the types in which all the ancestors are women (40 I,
501,533 and 601). This could be due to a specific cause related to those types .
T his influence is possibly related to the cases in which the landed property is
in he rited by a woman; in such situations a consanguineous marriage of some
of these types would allow keeping the family name. In close relationship,
that phenomenon would be partially (degree II) or completely (degrees I and
III) masked by the influence of age.

If that factor is eliminated, - excluding the types upon which it influences,
so the degrees IV, V and VI will be reduced to 15, 62 and 63 types respecti 
vely - , it is still observed a tendency to make more likely the predominance
of masculine lines than the feminine ones, but the differences are less marked.

To make a wider and more exhaustive analysis of that tendency the types
were grouped following two criteria: the first one, which we will denominate
ver tical, consists in grouping the types depending on the composition of the
lines of descent; the second one, called horizontal, groups the types depending
on the compositions of the different generations.

Vertical analysis

The grouping of types was different for equal or unequal degrees of kinship.
In equal degrees it was considered the differences between the number of
feminine lines since the common ancestors till the husband and till the wife.
In enequal degrees two categories were distinguished, depending on whether
the husband or the wife were a generation nearer the common ancestors. In
deg rees III and V (first cousins once removed and second co usins once
removed) it was made in each of those categories an analogous grouping
to the described for equal degrees of kinship. The obtained values were
compared using the X 2 test. The results are shown in Table 3.

In all cases studied it is evident the influence of the composition by ages
of the consanguineous marriages, with significant older ages of males, fact
that has already been found in this group of marriages (PALAClOS-ARAUS,
1986). The most clear differences are found in unequal degrees (1, III and V),
in which the categories in which the husband belongs a generation previous
to tha t of this wife (so being more likely to be older than her), have a higher
frequency than that expected at random.

Habitually, women have chi ldren at earlier age than ma n,so the
predominance of masculine lines in the ancestors in one of the members of
the couple favours him being younger. The opposite efect is the predominance
of feminine lines.

Nevertheless, even though the population seems to favour the marriages
in which the man is older than the woman, an excesive difference in the ages
is not desirable. This can be verified analysing the composition of the lines
analysing the composition of the lines in types of degrees III an V; there is a
predominance of female ancestors in the line which includes a greater number
of generations. In the case of nephew-aunt corresponding to degree III, the
categories of - I and 0 women and that of I and 2 women were grouped to
diminish the error of the test.
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TA BLE 3. Influence of transmission lines of kinship.
- 2 W, - I W, etc. are the arithmetical differen ces bet ween the number of women

in husband line and wife line

DEGREE PEDIGREE COMPOSITION ' X2 d.1. P

Uncle-niece Aunt-nephew
0 21 2 15.97 .000
E 11.5 11.5

II - I W 0 lW
0 62 176 101 9.1 2 .0 11
E 84.7 169.5 84.7

III Uncle-niece Aunt-nephew
0 112 28 50.4 .000
E 70 70

III ( Uncle-niece)
-IW 0 lW 2W

0 16 48 40 8 7.14 3 .068
E 14 42 42 14

III (Aunt-nephew)
-2W -IW 0 lW

0 2 4 13 9 9. 14 .002
E 3.5 10.5 10.5 3.5

IV -2W -IW 0 lW 2W
0 33 113 235 180 47 18.16 4 .011
E 38 152 228 152 38

V Uncle-niece Aunt-nephew
0 167 80 30.6 .000
E 123.5 123 .5

V (U ncle-niece)
- 3M -2M -1M 0 1M 2M

0 II 23 68 46 17 2 13.4 5 .020
E 5.2 26.1 52.2 52.2 26.1 5.2

V (Au nt-nephew)
- 2M -1M 0 1M 2M 3M

0 0 5 16 30 22 7 25.56 5 .000
E 2.5 12.5 25 25 12.5 2.5

VI - 3M -2M -1M 0 1M 2M 3M
0 4 39 99 137 123 52 7 7.64 6 .266
E 7.2 43. 2 108 144.1 108 144.1 7.2
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In degree II, IV and VI (first, second and third cousins) there is an over
represe ntation of the husband's female a ncesto rs and of wife's males ones .
This agrees with the alread y exposed ex pla nation of th e tendency to facilitate
marriage with a determined co mposit ion of ages.

These differences were not detected in th e gen eral a na lysis because they
did not affect the absolute number of feminine and ma sculine lines, but they
are co ndit ioned by its position among the hu sband's or wife's ancestors .

Horizontal analysis

To stud y the inbreeding transmission lines, consid eri ng the influence in
which th ey are fou nd as a conditioning factor of the structure of the inbree
ding, th e types were gro uped within each generation (of each degree) in the
three categories: both lines -are transmitted by feminine line , both by mascu
line line or one by feminine line and th e other by masculine line. In the lines
defined in that wa y the influence of age is eliminated . Lik e in the other cases
the X 2 test is used as a way to test th e obtained results. The results are shown
in the Table 4.

In degrees II and III, (first cousins and firs t cous ins once removed), in
X 2 test, the differences are not significant.

In the cases corresponding to degrees IV, V a nd VI (second cousins,
second cousins once removed and third cousins), in all generations the number
of couples th at imply a n inbreeding transmission throug h two masculine lines
is bigger than these in which it is done throu gh two feminines lines. That
phe nome non is clearly stressed in some generations, being nearly unnoticed
in others; that is why considering it as wh ole, as it was done in the general
a na lysis, its incidence were not detected.

The factors whose interaction could just ify the obtained results are, at
least , two: the atraction of the inbreeding a nd the geographical di stance
between the two members of the couple.

The atraction of the inbreeding in near relatives, that would include
degrees I, II , a nd III, would be independent of the transmission lines and
ma rked enough to avoid the infl uence of the distance . That situation would
exp lain that the obtained differences a re not significa nt.

In the cases corresponding to deg ree s IV a nd VI, it is observed a clear
influence of the transmission lines in the seco nd generation (the couple's
parents), which fa vours the cases with masculine line s against these of femi
nine line s; that is to sa y there is a greater po ssibility of a consanguineous
marriage -to take place between people who a re re la tives by their father's
fam ilies than if they are by their mother's. The X2 value in that generation is
11.88 fo r degree IV a nd 6.39 for degree V both with two degrees of freedom.

Those results show a certain tendenc y to wards patrilinearity, which is a
pattern of the population's social structure (M URD OC K, 1949; N AROL L, 1973;
among others). It is interesting the comment , a bout that subject, made by
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III WoW W-M M-M tl
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COMAS and PUJADAS (1985) refering to the population of the Pyrenees of
Aragon:

«The association of name, ancestry, and patrimony, as it is shown in the
nickna me system and in the minor toponymy, is assimil since infantry, exis
ting efficient mechanism of socialization that contribute to strengthen it.»

The geographical separation of the relatives makes more difficult their
marriage . Taking into account the greater mobility of women in that popula
tion (BAl La et ai, 1986) because rarely they remain linked to the landed pro
perty, it is expected that the transmission of relationship through feminine lines
will be less frequent through masculine lines (BARRAl et al, 1962). Otherwise,
the most far a way is the generation in which the separation of the relatives is
produced, the less likely will the marriage of their descent take place; so, the
nearest to the common ancestor a female line is, the most important will the
consequences of distance be.

Among second cousins that phenomenon is not observed. In the second
generation (grandparents of the couple), the differences are not significant (the
X2 value is 2.605 with 2 d . f.); possibly the attraction of the inbreeding
specially by paternal line, is rather strong as to give to the distance factor a
secondary role.

In marriages corresponding to second cousins once removedd the X2
value, 7.268 2 d . f. is significant, showing the influence of distance among the
relatives. The fact that the differences in the first generation are also signifi
cant, allows the interpretation of the pattern obtained in that degree as a
transition between the one of degree IV (second cousins), conditioned by the
attraction of the inbreeding (stressed when it is by paternal line) and that of
degree VI (third cousins), conditioned, as it will be shown later, by the
influence of distance. That gradient is specially interesting since it remarks
the continuity of the influence of both factors as the degree of inbreeding
diminishes.

The results obtained in the analysis of the types corresponding to degree
VI can be interpreted, as it was noted before, as a consequence of the distance
factor. The X2 values in generations 1, 2 and 3. are respectively 20.32, 3.16
and 1.15; all of them 2 d . f. In that degree the attraction of the inbreeding,
by paternal or by maternal line, would occupy a secondary role with respect
to the influence of distance, resulting unnoticed . On one hand , the number of
relatives availables descending from feminine lines is lesser than that descen
ding from masculine lines because the migration has a greater influence of
women. In the three generations the frequency of types with double masculine
is higher than that of double feminine lines. On the other hand, the generation
in which more differences are found (the great-grandparents) is the one
that is more far away from the studied couple and so the one that could
imply an earlier loss of contact between both families, This could diminish
the probability of taking place the consanguineous marriage.
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